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1. Subject arrived from Ivanofrankivsk,Ukr SSR on a permamnnt
resident visa to New York, N.Y. on 23 Sept 1966. She flew from Moscow
via Rotterdam • From Ivanofranhivsk to Moscow she took train.

In New York she is staving with her daughter Maria SAVCHkK at the above
address. Subject is 77 years old, Ukrainian, cahhdic, widow, former

teacher, as such she received Rubel 25.rplaTon Subject is of average
intelligence, quite alert .but unfortunalely with a rather bad hearing.

She was interviewed by G. and G. at her daughter's home on 26 00* 1966.

2. Subject knew about the arrestgliMPUkraine in 1965/66.
She could not name anybody but spoke in general about artists and

writers having been arrested in Ivanofrankivsk, Ternopil, Lviv and Kiev.

One particular incident she mentioned in IvanofrankivAk or rather Kosiv

which she decribed in the following ways an artists from Kosiv had

drawn a portrajtof Shevohenko looking at the Ukrain4n sorrow • The KGB

discovered this painting and the artists was arrested and deported.
This artistirbelonged to a group of artists who were involved
in another incident at SHESIMAX According to Subject those artists
had organized the unveiling of Shevohenho statue in SHESHORY and were
going to make there some trouble. It wad lite summer 1965 as far as she coull
remember. The authorities learned about it and postponed the unveiling.

The people came to the unveiling nevertheless at the date fixed by the
artists and the whole ceremony turned into a demonstration against
Russians. As al-esult the arr sts were startee immediately and all
the organizers wove in prison before the second offitial unveiling
took place. This group of people was tried together with other similar
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groups in other Ukrainian cities. From hearsay Subject learned that two

of artists or writers were sentenced to death and,t4t7.6

2. Subject knew about tive arson in the National Library of KieV

in May 1964 from one of her tenants whose relative worked for some time at

the library. Accordingly, this was an arson and no one should have any
doubts about it. All "designated" books were not only prepared with
phosphorus cones but with some specialchemicas well. Therefore,
there were no chances to save anything whatsoever. The man or rather one of

those who put the cones and sprayed the books with the liquid was caught

redhandeinignitsthe room as he had no time to escape through the door.

Later on he IJ.s arrested and tried.
The arson aroused a tremendous uproar all over the Ukraine and Russians tried

to do all they could to put all the blame for it on private people.

/	 3. In the vicinity of Ivanofrankivsk there are some off limits zones.
/

/ Subject could not locate them exactly but stated them as near PISOCHNA,

i
which had been completely evacuated, ZELENE, and in direction to Vorokhta in

, Carpathian dountains. Near BOLEKHIV should be another off limits zone where

uranium ore is being extracted. A fea years ago some of prisoners working

\\

there escaped from the zone in a van incimpoimazitmem which was bringing bread

for them. People talked that those working in the uranium mines are
sentenced to 15 years or more and will never leave this plaoe.

4. Attacks on Ukrainian nationalism occur quite frequently
in the papers. Subject mentioned a certain VOZNIAK of IvanofrankiVsk who

had written many articles in the PF7k4rpatska .Pralida directed against
Ukrainian nationalists. Many people still remember the OUN and UPA
and from time to time the authorities themselves reminded them about

these organizations. Only recently a former member of the Mmtmzsommtst

Underground was tried in Volynia and local papers incl. Prykarpatska 

Pravda wrote about it.
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5. Autumn 1963 there were rumors in IVANOFRANKIVSK that Ukrainian
Catholic Church was to be partly restored. Nothing came out ,however.

Subject herself had a very bad experience with one catholic priest by the

name OHUHAIDA IvaX aged approx. 50..55, who lived in 1958.059 at Subject's
house * CHUHAIDA was imprisoned for short period together with Metropolitan
SLIPYI and in 1955 or 1956 should have takes special oath in presence of

the Metropolitan swearing that he would never betray SOO Catholic faith.
At least he used to talk about it"in confidence" after his release from

concentration camp in 1958. In Ivanofrankivsk CHUHAIDA registered officially

as lecturer of foreign languages but secretly continued his practice as

priest. He went at once into contact with other priests like himself

and was known as very active in performing his religious duties.

In 1961 or 1962 two of his colleagues were tried in IVANOFRANKIVSK. One of the
priests died In prison and the other one was brought to Kiev and
disappeared. CHUHAIDA was the one who witnessed against them. He turned out

to be an agent provocatmur. Since Subject gave him on or twice money

to read a Gathelic mann for her and was quite open in her criticism of Soviet

regime she was quite afraid that CHUHAIDA might have put her into trouble

as well. Fortunately nothing happened. After 7 years of efforts to get
a visa to the States and after having paid NRubel 260.0. to "proper people"

she finally managed to get out. In her attempt to expedite her Imp
emigration she also went to authorities in Kiev ( it was eithet the KGB or

alitia) but was told her thartUr local office was competent in the Ada

matter*

CHUHAIDA remained in Ivanofrankivsk and was active now as a propagandist

of atheism, iiitx He Uses to stress the fact that he is a former priest
and therefore considers himself particularly competent in talking on

religion. He also blames his father for having forced him to study theology

and thus having ruined his life.

6. People are aware of 'hinese-soviet conflict ails are quite happy

about it. It is said that finally the Soviets got an enemy who will be

able to teach them a leeaon.
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7. Subject heard from various people in Ivanofrankivak that there

are some people in Ukrainian governeunt who are trying slowly to get

more autonomy from Moscow but she could not name them. In her ggi opinion 44,

all is still in Moscow's hands and it would take very drastic and
far reaching measures to change the present status if the Ukraine*
Some people still "want to believe" that one day the USA will liberate

them, they listen to Radio Liberty,and pass on the news among themselves*
Also VOA, Radio Vatian and Free Europe are listened to.
Because of improvements in living conditions that followed after

KhrushcheV's removal in some quarters KOSTOIN is being compared to
MALENKOV,

8. Last year when Subject went to Kiev she rarely heard Ukrainian
spoken, In Lviv it is completely different. In her opinion there is

a trend of moderate Ukrainization noticeable in Eastern ()blasts
of the billatinreeent years. But the Russification is still very
much evident.

9. Subject was told by her friends id Ivanofrankivsk that in some nearb:
villages or rather kolhosns tilitgebeing introduced minimum wages for
collective farm peasants in ism cash instead of in kind. Kolhospnyks 

are not happy with that practice because so far they we_e receiving so
little as Rubel 0 -• 8.. per month waht was absolutely insufficient.

10, According to hearsay some of young men 	 recently in Ivano-
frankivsk by the army have already landed in Vietnam. There is also
a recruitment for specialists for VieLnam goin quietly on, thus Subject

was told that aa electrical engineer of I yanofrankivsk, aged 35,
was to be "drafted" as volunteer for Vietnam but owing to a "nice bribe"
he escaped this "voluntary service". Subject could not 	 1any details.
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